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While in principle coherent imaging requires quasi- 
monochromatic radiation, its extension to broadband 
cases would open fascinating applications in atto-

second science. Attosecond pulses that inherently exhibit broad 
spectra hold promise for tracking electron dynamics with ulti-
mate details in both space and time1–4. So far, attosecond science 
has been restricted to spectroscopy studies even though real-space 
imaging has been envisioned. Table-top high-harmonic genera-
tion (HHG) sources can generate isolated attosecond pulses with 
a natural synchronization with the driving laser field that makes 
them suitable for pump–probe studies at the shortest timescales. 
Isolated attosecond pulses in the microjoule range5, thus compat-
ible with single-shot nanoscale imaging6,7, are available in the vac-
uum ultraviolet (VUV) region. Recent advances are pushing HHG 
sources well into the soft X-ray regime, already covering the water 
window8 and up to the kiloelectronvolt range9 but with low pho-
ton output. Attosecond pulses at X-ray free-electron lasers are also 
emerging4,10,11, promising orders of magnitude more peak power 
than table-top facilities.

Coherent diffractive imaging (CDI) is a powerful technique 
that has successfully validated single-shot femtosecond nanoscale 
imaging6,7,12 after its first experimental demonstration13. By solv-
ing the so-called phase problem using a phase retrieval algorithm, 
CDI can be easily implemented. This lensless technique can reach 
a spatial resolution limited only by the wavelength and with the 
possibility to extend to three-dimensional (3D) perception14–19. 
However, CDI is based on the fundamental assumption of spa-
tial and temporal coherence. Temporal coherence imposes the 
quasi-monochromaticity of the illumination. Its relevance to CDI 
can be explained from the Huygens–Fresnel principle: the scattered 
light from two points in a sample can no longer interfere if the dif-
ference in travel time to the detector is larger than the coherence 
time τc = π/Δω, where Δω is the angular frequency bandwidth of 
the illumination. For pulsed light sources, τc thus cannot exceed 
the pulse length. In general, for broadband sources (either of short 
pulses or continuous wave) the interference fringe visibility (the 
so-called speckle) decreases at the edges of the diffracted pattern, 
which restricts the useful numerical aperture of diffracted rays 
to low angles. This imposes a fundamental limit on the ultimate  

spatial resolution, Γ, given by Γ = aΔω/ωc, where a is the largest 
dimension of the object being imaged and ωc is the central angular 
frequency of the source. In practice, CDI can tolerate a finite band-
width to get a successful phase retrieval. For example, soft X-ray 
femtosecond pulses from HHG and VUV free-electron lasers hold 
reasonable bandwidths, around 0.5%, and still allow CDI con-
vergence6,7. However, performing CDI with current attosecond 
pulses poses a real challenge due to their extremely broad spectra 
exceeding 10%. Novel strategies are required to solve the blurring 
of coherent diffractive patterns due to the broadband illumination 
and to allow for attosecond nanoscale imaging.

The first broadband phase-retrieval algorithm was introduced 
by Fienup to correct for aberration images from Hubble Telescope 
observations in the late 1990s20. Recent works have explored multi-
wavelength holographic imaging consistent with a train of attosec-
ond pulses21,22, two-pulse coherent imaging23,24 or ptychography25–27. 
Other successful methods are an extension of the commonly used 
Gerchberg–Saxton algorithm28 in parallel to the iterative phase 
retrieval process dubbed PolyCDI29–33, showing convergence of up 
to 3.7% bandwidth. Here we present a method that allows for phase 
retrieval of a single broadband diffraction pattern, therefore being 
compatible with single-shot attosecond flash imaging. We first pres-
ent the principle of the method, followed by two experimental vali-
dations using visible and hard X-ray radiation.

Results
Numerical monochromatization. In a CDI experiment, the scat-
tered light from a sample is detected in the far field. The diffraction 
pattern from the Fraunhofer diffracted field at a distance z from the 
sample can be described as (see for example ref. 34):

Φωðx; y; zÞ ¼
ω

cz

� �2
ψω kx ¼

ω

cz
x; ky ¼

ω

cz
y; z ¼ 0

� ����
���
2

ð1Þ

where ω is the angular frequency of the illumination and ψω(kx, ky, 
z = 0) denotes the 2D spatial Fourier transform of the field leav-
ing the sample at z = 0, with kx and ky the spatial frequencies. Note 
that the far-field distribution shows a scaling factor ω/cz that is 
wavelength-dependent.
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We will now assume that ψωðkx; ky; z ¼ 0Þ
I sðωÞψωc

ðkx; ky; z ¼ 0Þ
I

, with s(ω) the spectrum of the diffracted 
radiation through the sample (sðωÞ 2 C

I
, the set of complex num-

bers). We consider that the sample is spatially non-dispersive (s does 
not depend on the sample coordinates) over a given spectral range 
around the central frequency ωc. This assumption is valid if the 
refractive indices of the materials in the sample do not change con-
siderably over the spectrum of the source or if these changes are spa-
tially homogeneous at the reconstructed length scales. Note that this 
assumption is also made in previous studies29–33. We can then express 
the diffraction pattern for a single angular frequency component:

Φωðx; y; zÞ ¼ ω2SðωÞMωc

ω

cz
x;
ω

cz
y

� �
; ð2Þ

with S(ω) the power spectrum and Mωc

I
 the monochromatic dif-

fraction pattern. Because the detector has an integration time much 
longer than the coherence time of the illumination, the broadband 
diffraction pattern is the incoherent sum of all angular frequency 
components, written as:

Bðx; y; zÞ ¼
Z

ω2SðωÞMωc

ω

cz
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cz
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dω ð3Þ

with the integral taken over the whole spectrum. The measured 
broadband diffraction pattern B is thus given by the sum of scaled 
copies of the monochromatic diffraction pattern Mωc

I
, weighted by 

the normalized spectral density S(ω), such that ∫ω2S(ω)dω = 1. 
This is schematically shown in Fig. 1. Note that the method depends 
only on the power spectrum of the scattered light.

In a conventional CDI experiment, the sample is reconstructed 
by the use of an iterative phase retrieval algorithm, which iterates 

between the monochromatic measured diffraction pattern and 
some constraints on the sample plane—typically the isolation of the 
object in real space—to converge to the solution. In our broadband 
case, a step of numerical monochromatization is introduced before 
the iterative process. By measuring the broadband diffraction pat-
tern B and the spectrum of the diffracted radiation S, the retrieval of 
the monochromatic pattern Mωc

I
 is reduced to a linear algebra prob-

lem. Writing the monochromatic pattern as vector m, the broad-
band pattern as vector b and the scaling matrix as C, the broadband 
diffraction can be simply written as:

b ¼ Cm: ð4Þ

The matrix C can be regarded as containing the radially dependent 
point-spread function of the convolution in equation (3). It maps a 
point in m to the shape of the spectrum in b. This is schematically 
shown in Fig. 1. For a 2D diffraction pattern C becomes a 4D tensor, 
although in the numerical implementation the diffraction patterns 
are rearranged in a 1D vector, so that C is kept 2D.

The monochromatization of a broadband diffraction pattern is 
now reduced to the inversion of matrix C. The matrix C is invert-
ible as the determinant is non-zero. This is only the case for a spec-
trum that does not contain any zeros. Although C is invertible, the 
problem is ill-conditioned. This means that the inversion is very 
sensitive to noise, either experimental or coming from the discreti-
zation. To mitigate this problem, a regularization method known as 
conjugate gradient least squares (CGLS)35 is used (for details on the 
numerical implementation the reader is referred to the Methods, 
Extended Data Fig. 1 and ref. 36).

In the present method, equation (3) is thus deconvolved in a stand-
alone step, which depends solely on the spectrum of the diffracted 
radiation. It can be used with standard phase retrieval algorithms, 
as shown here, or integrated as a module in algorithms for other 
types of lensless imaging (holography, ptychography) to allow them 
to cope with broadband sources. Extensive simulations have been 
performed in ref. 36 on the method’s applicability to ptychography.

Experimental validation. The monochromatization method was 
first validated in the visible domain on a broadband and spatially 
coherent source, and then using synchrotron hard X-ray radiation. 
The samples employed for these experiments are ubiquitous in the 
field of diffractive imaging and allow for algorithmic validation and 
resolution estimation.

Visible-light experiment. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
image of the sample is shown in Fig. 2e. The sample consists of a 
gold-coated silicon nitride membrane in which features emulating 
the number ‘70’ were etched. The experiment was performed using 
laser pulses from an Yb:KGW femtosecond oscillator (1 W, 240 fs) 
focused into a photonic crystal fibre to generate a supercontinuum. 
After filtering the residual 1,030-nm pump light, the resulting broad-
band spectrum with a bandwidth Δλ/λ = 11% (λ = 2πc/ω, where λ is 
the wavelength and c is the speed of light) is shown in Fig. 2a. For the 
narrowband case (Δλ/λ = 1.2%), a 10-nm bandpass filter at 800 nm 
was used (Fig. 2a). The light scattered from the object was recorded by 
a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera set at 16 mm from the sam-
ple. Further details on the experimental set-up can be found in the 
Methods. When the sample is illuminated using narrowband radia-
tion, the recorded diffraction patterns exhibit the expected coherent 
behaviour: size-modulated streaks arising from the upper lines of the 
‘70’ and concentric rings corresponding to the ‘0’ shape dominate the 
pattern (Fig. 2b). By contrast, using the source’s full broadband spec-
trum yields a diffraction pattern that blurs the coherent modulations 
(Fig. 2c), as described in equation (3) and mentioned in Fig. 1.

Our monochromatization method was then applied to the broad-
band pattern, at the centre of mass of the broadband spectrum, that 
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Fig. 1 | Principle of the numerical monochromatization. Conventional CDI 
assumes a monochromatic source. In the case of an attosecond broadband 
source, the diffraction pattern is the incoherent, spectrally weighted sum of 
the monochromatic diffraction patterns corresponding to all wavelengths 
present in the source. These monochromatic patterns are identical 
except for a geometric scaling. In the presented method this scaling is 
numerically inverted, thus yielding a monochromatized diffraction pattern. 
A conventional phase retrieval algorithm is then used to reconstruct the 
sample. The structure of the matrix C illustrates the method for the simplified 
case of a 1D diffraction pattern with the broadband and monochromatic 
patterns given by vectors b and m, respectively. The monochromatization 
method consists in the inversion of the matrix–vector problem b = Cm in 
order to retrieve the monochromatic diffraction pattern from the broadband 
measurement. ‘ is the index that corresponds to the spectral discretization.
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is, λc = 710 nm. This allowed the successful recovery of the speckles 
and of most of the features. The similarity between the narrowband 
pattern and the monochromatized result (Fig. 2d) is obvious. Some 
artefacts from the numerical process nevertheless deserve attention, 
for instance, the band of stray light indicated by the red arrow in the 
broadband pattern (Fig. 2c). This stray light is not part of the real 
diffraction pattern and thus does not follow the spectral convolu-
tion expected by the inversion method. In the monochromatized 
pattern the inversion of this stray light causes unphysical oscilla-
tions (indicated by the red arrow in Fig. 2d). Another unphysical 
feature that we systematically find is the squared structure at the 
edges of the monochromatized pattern. These regions are domi-
nated by noise, which does not follow the expected spectral con-
volution either. Thanks to the regularized inversion method, these 
artefacts are not dominant in the monochromatized pattern and do 
not obstruct the phase retrieval.

The phase retrieval was performed using the diffraction patterns 
as input into a difference map algorithm37, with a shrink-wrap-like 
support update38 (see Methods). The reconstruction procedure was 
applied to the three diffraction patterns displayed in Fig. 2b–d. The 
corresponding retrieved objects are shown in Fig. 2f–h. Whereas the 
CDI algorithm does not reach convergence when using the broad-
band diffraction pattern (Fig. 2g) and only some lines are barely 
retrieved, the sample is readily reconstructed for both the mono-
chromatic (Fig. 2f) and numerically monochromatized cases (Fig. 
2h). In the monochromatized reconstruction, most of the features 
visible in the SEM image are reproduced with high fidelity, even the 
cracks in the membrane (indicated in red in Fig. 2e). However, the 
residual sub-micrometre gold wires visible from the patterning are 
not visible as they scale below the spatial resolution. A more inho-
mogeneous distribution of the intensity in the monochromatic case 
is observed, but the high quality of the result validates our approach.

To test the method’s sensitivity to noise, the experimental vali-
dation was reproduced for signal levels spanning six orders of  

magnitude. The resolution derived from the 1/e criterion on the 
phase retrieval transfer function (PRTF)14 is plotted for each signal 
level in Fig. 3. Our broadband method performs similarly to the 
narrowband case in the high-signal regime and slightly outperforms 
the narrowband case in the low-signal regime. A possible explana-
tion for this behaviour could be the noise-suppressing properties of 
the CGLS regularization method used in the inversion of matrix C 
(see for example ref. 35).

From Fig. 3, it seems that the obtained resolution is flat over a 
signal increase of two orders of magnitude. We can give another 
estimate of the resolution by looking at the smallest features that 
have been reconstructed reliably, which are the two oblique cracks 
in the membrane. They are visible in all high-signal reconstruc-
tions and disappear only below a signal level of 107 photons. A lin-
eout across these cracks in the reconstruction has a full-width at 
half-maximum (FWHM) of about 2.5 μm. This estimate thus gives 
a higher resolution than the theoretical resolution limit of 5.5 μm 
determined by the coherence length for the general broadband case.

X-ray experiment. To test our method in the hard X-ray regime, 
we performed a validation experiment at the SOLEIL synchrotron 
(France) at the Nanoscopium undulator beamline39. Synchrotron 
radiation does not offer a broad spectrum of spatially coherent radi-
ation, so a broadband source was emulated by summing monochro-
matic diffraction patterns at different energies of the X-ray beam.

The sample chosen for this experiment consisted of a Siemens 
star resolution target with 10-μm-length spokes and a 20-μm total 
diameter (see Methods). The sample was illuminated in transmis-
sion geometry to collect single diffraction patterns at successive 
energies, ranging from 7.1 to 8.0 keV in steps of 4 eV. The sum of 
the patterns yields a broadband diffraction pattern of 12% band-
width. As shown in Fig. 4a, the pattern displays some characteris-
tics already observed in the experiment in the visible spectrum: it is 
blurred and it does not present the features that we would expect for 
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Fig. 2 | experimental validation in the visible spectrum. a, The broadband spectrum (orange) with a bandwidth of Δλ/λ = 11% and the narrowband 
spectrum (blue) with a bandwidth of Δλ/λ = 1.2%. The green dot at 710 nm represents the central wavelength λc, which is taken at the centre of mass of 
the spectrum. b, Narrowband diffraction pattern. c, broadband diffraction pattern. The red arrow indicates a band of stray light, which causes an artefact 
in the monochromatized pattern. both patterns contain about 1011 photons. d, Monochromatized diffraction pattern from the broadband data in c. The red 
arrow indicates an artefact caused by the monochromatization of the band of stray light, which does not follow the spectral convolution expected by the 
monochromatization method. e, SEM image of the sample. Scale bar, 10 μm. Two membrane cracks are indicated by red dashed lines. f, Reconstruction for 
the narrowband case. g, CDI reconstruction directly from the broadband pattern in c. h, Reconstruction of the monochromatized diffraction pattern in d. 
Note how the cracks in the membrane are visible in both successful reconstructions.
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a coherently illuminated object, such as the frequency modulation 
of the streaks arising from the star’s spokes. Our monochromatiza-
tion process was then performed on the pattern. The result is shown 
in Fig. 4b, monochromatized up to k = 16 and exhibiting sharp fea-
tures and interference fringes. The appearance of artefacts near the 
borders is noticeable.

Phase retrieval was then performed using the PyNX40 package 
(see Methods). Figure 4c shows the reconstructed magnitude of 
the sample from the broadband pattern after monochromatization. 
For comparison, the same phase retrieval procedure was applied to 
a single monochromatic diffraction pattern (at 7.1 keV), shown in 

Fig. 4d. It should be noted that the reconstructed pixel size is 560 
nm owing to the experimental configuration, which is why the small-
est features of the test sample are not reconstructed. However, this 
proof-of-principle experiment did not aim to resolve the internal 
sub-micrometre features of the Siemens star. Overall, the quality and 
the resolution of the broadband reconstruction are lower than that of 
the monochromatic benchmark, which is attributed to instabilities 
when successively acquiring the monochromatic diffraction patterns.

Discussion
We have demonstrated successful image reconstruction from only 
one broadband coherent diffraction pattern, paving the way towards 
single-shot attosecond lensless imaging. Our method is based on 
the numerical monochromatization of the broadband diffraction 
pattern through the regularized inversion of the matrix-vector 
problem. This method is a standalone step before the application of 
the phase retrieval algorithm and depends only on the spectrum of 
the diffracted radiation. The method has been tested to be robust at 
low signal levels. We have successfully validated our method experi-
mentally with more than 10% bandwidth and up to the hard X-ray 
photon energy range. This applicability can be expanded to several 
tens of per cent bandwidth (depending on experimental param-
eters; see Extended Data Fig. 2 and Supplementary Information). 
The method can be applied to any technique based on coherent 
elastic scattering of any type of coherent radiation. Furthermore, 
since our technique is applied as a step before the phase retrieval 
process itself, both single-shot CDI and ptychography could ben-
efit from it. The possibility of using broadband illumination in 
lensless imaging demonstrated here will open up a wide range of 
opportunities in attosecond science. Attosecond nanoscale flash 
imaging is now potentially accessible at a number of HHG facilities. 
Attosecond X-ray free-electron lasers and other broadband X-ray 
sources such as inverse Compton scattering sources41,42 are being 
built and can benefit from our method. The two-step aspect (mono-
chromatization followed by phase retrieval) of the method allows a 
fast flow of the data that can be of benefit, for example, in real-time 
functional imaging in the semiconductor industry (see refs. 36,43 and 
Supplementary Information). Because of its generality the method 
can also be applied to various problems in modern optics, such as 
aberration correction.
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Methods
Numerical implementation. The matrix C is fully determined by the spectrum 
and the size of the diffraction pattern. Defining the scaling factor α = λ/λc, in one 
dimension C is formed as follows:

Cnj ¼
X

L
minfj; αlng �maxfj� 1; αlðn� 1Þg½ |fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
part of scaled pixel n falling onto pixel j

Sl
αl ð5Þ

where

N ¼ n : j�1
αmax

<n< j
αminþ1

n o
;

L ¼ l : j�1
n <αl<

j
n�1

 
:

Here l, n, j are the indices that run over α, m, b, respectively, and Sl is the spectral 
weight for scaled pattern l. This expression can be understood as the contribution 
of pixel n of m to pixel j of b is given by the part of pixel n that falls onto pixel j for 
the scaled pattern l times the spectral weight, summed over all L. Extended Data 
Fig. 1 depicts the information flow in our method.

In the experiment the broadband pattern and the spectrum are measured (this 
is either a corrected source spectrum or the spectrum of the diffracted radiation, 
and both should be corrected for the response of the camera). The measured 
pattern was centred and binned to obtain pattern B. The spectrum was normalized 
to obtain S(α), which, combined with the size of B, is all the information that 
is needed to compute matrix C. In our experimental validation in the visible 
spectrum, B was 480 × 480 pixels. This means that C had 2404 values (the scaling 
was the same for each quadrant). Luckily, C is a sparse matrix, depending on the 
spectrum only a few per cent of the values are non-zero. C was built by evaluating 
equation (5) in a set of parallel for-loops running only over the non-zero part of C. 
Note that C only has to be built once per spectrum (and size of B). As C is highly 
ill-conditioned, inversion of the problem is performed using a regularization 
method called CGLS (see for example ref. 35). It consists of minimizing the 
least-squares problem

min
x

k Cx � bk2 subject to x 2 Kk ð6Þ

where K denotes the so-called Krylov subspace:

Kk  spanfCTb;CTCCTb; ¼ ; ðCTCÞk�1
CTbg: ð7Þ

The power of this method is its behaviour of semi-convergence: for increasing 
k, first the signal is inverted so x comes close to the exact solution, then the noise 
starts being inverted as well and x diverges (see refs. 35,36 and Supplementary 
Videos 1 and 2). Typically, the inverted patterns M0

k

I

 are computed up to kmax ¼ 40
I

, 
M0

k

I

 is then visually inspected and the optimum value for k is chosen (typically 
kopt ≈ 25, depending on the signal-to-noise ratio). For the experiment in the 
visible spectrum, kopt was chosen manually, for the X-ray data a cross-correlation 
method was used. This process can also be performed completely automatically 
by performing phase retrieval for different values of k and selecting the most 
reliable reconstruction. The monochromatized pattern M0

kopt

I

 now serves as the 
input for a conventional phase retrieval algorithm. The numerical implementation 
was based on a Matlab function35 that was translated to Python with the addition 
of two constraints: positivity of xk (photon counts should not be negative) and 
a support constraint on the Fourier transform of xk. The latter is justified as we 
are dealing with isolated samples (the typical constraint for CDI), so the sample’s 
autocorrelation is isolated as well. These constraints help to further improve the 
regularizing power of the method.

Experiments and data analysis. Optical experiment. Repetition of the experiment 
proved excellent stability of the supercontinuum source. An off-axis parabola 
with an effective focal length of 75 mm was used to focus the beam on the sample, 
which was mounted on a translation stage. The sample consisted of a gold-coated 
silicon nitride membrane in which an aperture was etched using a focused ion 
beam. A CCD camera (Illunis RMV 4022) was used to acquire the diffraction 
pattern, at a distance of 16 mm from the sample. This corresponds to a numerical 
aperture of 0.39 for the diffraction patterns shown in Fig. 2. High-quality 
diffraction patterns were routinely obtained, attesting excellent robustness 
and stability of the supercontinuum source properties such as coherence, 
amplitude and beam pointing. These patterns were constructed by combining 
high-dynamic-range acquisitions at different neutral density filters, such that the 
effective bit-depth of the shown images is up to 24. They subsequently underwent 
three pre-processing steps of a 3 × 3 binning yielding patterns of 480 × 480 pixels, 
numerical monochromatization (broadband case only) and erosion outside a 
user-selected mask (noise suppression). The sample was then reconstructed using 
a difference map algorithm with a shrink-wrap-like support, within a maximum of 
1,000 iterations. 1,024 independent reconstructions were launched with random 
starting points to compute the PRTF. The successful reconstructions were then 
user-selected to be registered (using an adaptation from ref. 44) and averaged to 
enhance the signal on the final result. To compute the error bars in Fig. 3, the 1,024 

independent reconstructions were divided in 8 subgroups of 128 reconstructions. 
The spatial frequency q for which the PRTF falls below 1/e was then determined 
for each subgroup and the standard deviation of these 8 values was taken as the 
error on q. The plotted resolution is 1/q, which is why the error in the real-space 
resolution is asymmetric.

Synchrotron experiment. Nanoscopium is an undulator beamline that, with a distance 
of about 150 m between the undulator and the experimental hutch, has been 
developed specifically for applications requiring excellent spatial coherence39. In our 
experiment, monochromatic X-rays (starting at 7.1 keV) entered the experimental 
hutch. The coherent part of the beam was selected by an aperture, consisting of a pair 
of slits set to 1 × 1 mm2. After, the X-ray beam passes through a tungsten pinhole 
of 24 μm diameter and hits the sample. The Siemens star gold test pattern consisted 
of 18 spokes fabricated by electron-beam lithography and gold electroplating on a 
500-nm-thick silicon nitride membrane. The detector used to record the diffracted 
signal was an indirect imaging device based on a 70-μm-thick LuAG:Ce scintillator 
coupled with a scintillator to magnify the image onto a large, fast and sensitive 
CMOS camera (Hamamatsu ORCA Flash 4.0 sCMOS). It was placed 331 cm from 
the sample. The field of view covers 1.3 mm side and the measured spatial resolution 
is about 2 μm (FWHM). A microscope objective of ×5 magnification was used for 
preliminary alignment, allowing to locate the sample under the beam.

The X-ray intensity was first monitored using an 8-μm-thick silicon diode, the 
X-ray energy was measured through the X-ray fluorescence spectra acquired by 
a silicon drift detector. Diffraction patterns were acquired using a high dynamic 
range: each pattern consisted of a long (10 s) and a short (1 s) acquisition. The 
long acquisition contains information at high scattering angles, the information at 
the saturated centre of the camera is obtained from the short acquisition (with a 
multiplicative factor of 10). As the X-ray energy needed to be scanned over a long 
range the undulator separation and monochromator position needed to be varied. 
Special attention was paid to the stability of the undulator and monochromator 
during the scan to avoid artefacts in the broadband diffraction pattern due to a 
possible shift of the beam on the sample.

The phase retrieval of the synchrotron data was performed using the Python 
library PyNX40 (http://ftp.esrf.fr/pub/scisoft/PyNX/doc/). The initial support 
was chosen to be a circle and the convergence was achieved after 32 iterations 
of a sequence of 20 error reduction (ER)28 and 50 hybrid input–output (HIO)45 
algorithms. The images shown in Fig. 4c,d are the raw reconstructions, meaning 
that no post-treatment was performed on them. In this way, monochromatic and 
monochromatized reconstructions are comparable.

Data availability
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code availability
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BSD license.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | information flowchart of our method. based solely on the measured broadband diffraction pattern and the measured spectrum of 
the diffracted radiation, the broadband diffraction pattern (b) is monochromatised (yielding m). c is the matrix containing the spectral information, CGLS 
stands for Conjugate Gradient Least Squares, the regularisation method used to minimize the amount of inverted noise (see Methods).
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Pushing the bandwidth in a broadband X-ray cDi simulation. The ideal reconstruction a and reconstructions for 5 to 40% 
bandwidth b-e at a signal level of 1014 photons in the broadband pattern.
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